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THE GREEN SHEET 

Full-Card Analysis and Selections 
John M. Gaver III 

 
KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 1: Friday, October 7 
 
RACE ONE:  
Our play of the day comes right off the bat in the meet opener. $400K+-
earner YOU BOUGHT HER hasn’t been worse than second in her last three 
allowance starts and is undefeated in two prior starts over the Lexington 
oval. She can lay close to the pace in a small field lacking speed; choice at a 
price under Murrill. CINNAMON SPICE is a perfect four-for-four since 
moving to Larry Jones’ barn and won her lone start at Keeneland. Lightly-
raced mare has been stopped on several times and will be pounded at the 
windows; formidable at underlaid odds. MAYLA is one of two entrants in 
this spot not coming off of a freshening and has a money finish locally. 
Likes seven-eights, gets a positive rider switch to Luis Saez and has 
tactical speed. UNBRIDLEDEXPLOSION had to have needed her last start 
of an extended layoff; never worse than third over the local strip. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-2-1 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
WINDSURFER not only hooked a buzzsaw in Rhythm Park in his last start 
at Ellis, but also had his shadow roll come “undone” at some point in that 
heat. 7-year-old gelding should improve in his second start off a brief layoff 
for a sharp outfi; gets the nod in a competitive race. Front-running 
GERMAINE’S BOY exits a quick race in Henderson and should make the 
lead from the one-hole over a surface that traditionally favors inside speed. 
He’s been effective at this 6 1/2-furlong trip in the past but has an affinity 
for running second. UNION LABEL was a one-paced fourth in Lexington 
back in the Spring, but he’s won four-of-nine starts this year for a high 
percentage outfit. Like the rider switch to journeyman David Flores; 
tactical speed a plus. All of MEDIA TIME’s lifetime wins have been at 
Tampa Bay Downs, but he was only beaten four and a half lengths locally 
last Fall facing conditioned $20K claiming types. 
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SELECTIONS: 10-1-7-5 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
Thinking HELOOKSTHEPART may have needed his last start off  an eight-
week plus layoff, a race in which he broke slow and made up minimal 
ground in the stretch facing similar company. Six-year-old gelding owns 
some back class (4 lengths off multiple stakes winner Alsvid two start back 
and a half-length off the hard-knocking W.B. Smudge back in March); like 
the rider change to Leparoux—tighter this time around. SCARLY CHARLY 
ran a big one off the claim at Saratoga for the sharp Chicago-based Rivelli 
stable. Veteran campaigner was right on the pace in a quick race last out in 
New York (:44 3/5 half, 1;08 4/5 for six panels); threat on or near the lead. 
Irish-bred CERRO (Ire) has been a hot commodity at the claim box and now 
ends up in the hands of Mike Maker, a high-percentage trainer first off the 
claim. Chestnut gelding sports tactical speed and has finished in the money 
in two-of-three starts lifetime going seven-eighths. SILVER RIDE ran a 
huge one at 38-1 in his last outing, his first start off a 10-month vacation. 
Candy Ride gelding can lay close to a hot pace and finish, but figures to 
regress here off a career effort last out; hits board with best effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-3-2 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
In the ever-constant quest for value, I’ll take a stand against probable 
favorite ANIMAL QUIET in this six-furlong sprint and instead go with 
DATTS OUR GUY, a two-year-old Harlan’s Holiday colt making his main 
track debut for Hall of Famer Bill Mott. Juvenile drops in for a tag, turns 
back in distance and is bred top and bottom to relish the surface change; 
positive rider switch to Jose Ortiz noted. The aforementioned ANIMAL 
QUIET figures to be odds-on in this affair, as he’s fast in a race lacking a lot 
of early speed and has never been worse than third in his brief career. On 
the downside, he’s been quitting late going four and a half and five furlongs 
and has been the beaten chalk in his past four starts in Florida. I’m not 
crazy about the wide post draw, but the precociously-bred THE COOKIE 
MAN seems well meant in this spot for Dale Bennett, who does solid work 
with juveniles and can get one wound up to win their career debut. Bay colt 
sports a sharp work tab on the synthetic surface at Arlington; preferred 
half of entry. HUGH B. gave a good account of himself in his career debut at 
Indiana Grand and creeps in for a $30K tag here for the Keeneland-based 
Phil Sims outfit. Regal Ransom colt should improve in his second start at 
overlaid odds. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-1(part of entry)-9 
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RACE FIVE: 
ATTRACTION’s form has turned around for the better since this gelding 
entered Tom Drury’s barn and his past two starts on dirt have been sharp 
going a furlong further. Son of Blame didn’t embarrass himself in his last 
start at Kentucky Downs, and his best form in the past has been on the 
main track. Form has improved with blinkers, and he’s eligible to move 
forward in the third start of his current form cycle; Leparoux is an added 
plus. SIR ALFRED is a front-running type who has packed it in early in his 
past two starts in New York and could hook up with START A WAR and 
THE ZIP MAN, who break to his inside. Chestnut’s form has been spotty 
since returning from a year-plus layoff and he will take plenty of action on 
the drop for Todd Pletcher. THE ZIP MAN is bred to sprint and figures to be 
forwardly placed in this six-furlong heat. City Zip gelding is stakes-placed; 
like the surface change to dirt. DOUBLE DARE has never missed the exacta 
in a pair a starts for a $50K tag in the past and should improve in his 
second start off the layoff for a high-percentage barn. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-10-6-3 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
I’m inclined to go for a price in this competitive maiden allowance going a 
mile and a sixteenth and with that said, MO’S M V P looks like a filly who 
will be overlooked at the windows. Bay Uncle Mo filly fetched six-figures at 
a 2-year-old in training sale earlier in the year and has shown 
improvement in a pair of previous starts, the most recent of which coming 
in the $75K Arlington-Washington Lassie. She’s bred to love the surface 
change and the stretch-out around two-turns; love the rider change to 
Bridgmohan. VALADORNA will be a heavy favorite in this spot by virtue of 
a big effort in her career debut at Churchill Downs three weeks ago. Curlin 
filly broke slow and was gaining on eventual winner Queen Bernardina 
(10-1 morning line in the G1 Darley Alcibiades later on the card) going 
around a one-turn mile in Louisville; improvement expected at short odds. 
ETHYLENE caught a muddy racetrack in her debut at Churchill and is bred 
to like the added distance in this spot. Has a license to move forward in just 
her second start, and her connections also campaigned her sire, 
Shackleford; odds should be juicy. BID LIST took a bit of action in her 
career debut at Saratoga for Hall of Fame trainer Steve Asmussen and split 
a field of 10 despite stumbling and getting pinched back in the chute going 
seven-eighths. Daughter of Ghostzapper is bred top and bottom to love two-
turns; Jose Ortiz back for a return engagement at a price. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-4-5 
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RACE SEVEN: 
I liked AMNICALOLA in her last start at Kentucky Downs at nearly 8-1, 
and this Arch filly was a game second over the undulating ground in 
Franklin. Bay miss has never run a poor race over firm turf and is bred to 
handle the three-sixteenth of a mile stretch out; gets a ground-saving trip 
on the hedge under Joel Rosario; formidable. TIZ JEWELED’s lone win 
from nine career starts was a chalky one at Suffolk, but this is a move 
we’ve seen plenty of times from the Christophe Clement barn in order to 
give his charge confidence against softer company. Tiznow filly rallied 
from off the pace in her first start against winners in New Jersey despite 
being bumped at the break, and she figures to stalk the pace here under 
Bravo; in the the money in four-of-nine lifetime starts. Jockey Julien 
Leparoux should have plenty of time in this turf route to work out a trip for 
WALKING THE KITTEN from the 10-hole. Four-year-old filly fires more oft 
than naught from off the pace and figures to like the added ground in this 
spot. She’s been the beaten favorite in six of her past seven starts, however 
and has a penchant for minor awards. Similar to the other half of the 
uncoupled Mike Maker entry, HUDSON RIVER GAL is a closer that has 
found the winner’s circle elusive. Just missed the win by a head in her lone 
prior start at this distance and has retained honest form while moving up 
in class in New York; comes running late. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-10-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT:  
The Stoll Keenon Ogden Phoenix (G2): At 4-5 on the morning line and with 
a distinct chance to go postward at odds lower than that, it’s no secret that 
A.P. INDIAN is the horse to beat in this year’s renewal of the Phoenix. 
Connections scratched out of last week’s Vosburgh (G1) to avoid muddy 
conditions, a race in which he would have gone off favored vs. tougher 
company. Son of Indian Charlie is a perfect five-for-five this year, responds 
to Joe Bravo’s handling and possesses dangerous tactical speed; loves to 
win. It’s difficult not to like the hard-knocker W.B. SMUDGE, who has made 
over a half-million dollars the hard way from 52 lifetime starts. Is capable 
of a big effort off the layoff and will be playable odds in this short field. He 
has finished in the money in nine of his past 12 starts and trainer Matt 
Kordenbrock has made the most from a small sample of starters this year. 
The talented LIMOUSINE LIBERAL was asked the proverbial question from 
the quarter-pole in the Grade 1 Forego at Saratoga last out, but was no 
match for the top choice. His lone victory this year was at 
Keeneland, where he scorched six and a half panels in 1:15 flat over a 
hopped-up racetrack vs. softer company; trainer adds blinkers today in a 
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heat peppered with speed; minor award candidate. Millionaire ALSVID is a 
Churchill Downs specialist that is unplaced in two starts locally. Hard to 
knock his consistency, however, as he’ been in the trifecta in 10 of his past 
12 starts; well-beaten in West Coast stint. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-5-4 
 
 
RACE NINE: 
The Darley Alcibiades (G1): At 10-1 on the morning line, FUN looks like an 
intriguing prospect in this wide-open event. Harlan’s Holiday filly is bred to 
love the added distance and won her lone start under Brian Hernandez. 
She should get a mid-pack trip on the stretch-out and didn’t embarrass 
herself in a pair of graded stakes starts in New York; value play. Hard to 
knock DIADURA’s form, as she broke her maiden at first asking and 
subsequently won a stake. Makes her main track and two-turn debut in 
this spot, and she had quick splits on which to close (:22, :44 4/5) on the 
synthetic in her latest effort in Chicago. CAROLINE TEST figures to get an 
easy early lead and has held solid form over three prior starts. Like the 
surface change here, but she has been packing in in going shorter and 
makes her two-turn debut in this graded stakes test. DADDYS LIL 
DARLING has yet to put forth a poor effort from three previous starts 
including an all-out win in the Pocahontas (G2) at Churchill in her latest 
outing. Wide draw in a 14-horse field a negative, but she has been able to 
overcome adversity in the past; taking a stand she wins three in a row. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-11-6-14 
 
 
RACE TEN: 
Trainer George Weaver’s horses typically run well at Keeneland at good 
odds, and RATE FOR ME looks playable in the day’s finale. Guessing the 
three year-old Exchange Rate colt didn’t care for the Euro-style 
configuration at Kentucky Downs, and he paired up a couple of good efforts 
going around one-turn on grass in New York. Gets Lasix for the first time 
and should attend the early pace stretching out; 6-1 on the morning line. 
The Minnesota invader REMEMBERMIS has given a good account of 
himself in two prior turf efforts at Canterbury Park, the most recent of 
which in a $200K stakes race. He’s been training forwardly since and gets 
a positive rider switch to Florent Geroux, who excels in turf races. 
COLLATERAL KITTEN looks like the stronger half of the Ramsey entry and 
should improve here in his second start off a layoff. Rallied from the 
quarter pole to the wire in his latest outing at Kentucky Downs at nearly 
21-1 and finished well in his lone start over the Keeneland turf course. The 
homebred SUMMER SPICE returns off a lengthy layoff, but has been 
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breezing consistently during his time away from the races. Deep closer 
tends to fire in the drive, but may be a start away from his best effort; 
rounds out exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-2-1A(part of entry)-3  


